Honda 05 accord

Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. Odometer is miles below market average! Click here to find used cars for sale. Each
vehicle has undergone a rigorous inspection to ensure the highest quality used vehicles in
Texas. View our entire inventory at Call us today! COM We look forward to hearing from you!
Advertised prices reflects Dealer Discounts. Please confirm with dealer as to prior acquisition.
All prices, specifications and availability subject to change without notice. Visit dealer for most
current information. Due to the high demand for our individually selected vehicle inventory,
there may be times that an individual vehicle is no longer available at the time you arrive at the
Dealership. This is due to a time delay between posting the vehicle, its actual sale and delivery
and removal from the web site. Posting, sale and delivery of all pre-owned vehicles is an
evolving process. Sometimes displayed vehicles may still not be available for a variety of
reasons, such as subject to prior sales, removal and transport elsewhere, awaiting title and
ownership confirmation. To better insure the specific vehicle's availability, you should contact
the Dealership to confirm its present availability. Call or visit with us to see what you qualify for.
MD inspected and serviced at our service department. Buy with confidence! To learn more
about our Luxury Edge Package or to see more inventory, please visit us online at Royal Moore
Auto center is not able to offer financing on these pre-Wholesale vehicles. Due to the COVID 19
Virus, the normal auto auctions that we sell our vehicles deemed to not be 'front line' and 'retail'
ready, were closed. Royal Moore Auto Center will now make these vehicles available to the
public. These vehicles have NOT been inspected by the Royal Moore Auto Center because they
do not meet our requirements and therefore may, and usually do, need repairs. Welcome to
College Hills Honda. Recent Arrival! If you don't see the vehicle that you want, please contact us
and we will do our best to find the right vehicle for you. Come in and bid to get crazy deals!
Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in, start up, and inspect the vehicles before you
bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive this car to your own mechanic for inspection
on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission and Gas I4 2. Comes equipped with: Air
Conditioning, Sunroof. White Honda Accord LX 2. One Low Upfront Price Tooele Motor
Company is located in the heart of Tooele, Utah at N Main St Actual price may differ for various
reasons, including but not limited to, manufacturer eligibility requirements, manufacturer
rebates, special limited time offers, and dealer incentives. All prices, specifications and are
availability subject to change. Although every reasonable effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information contained on our website, absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed.
All vehicles are subject to prior sale. Not responsible for typographical errors. Always contact
dealer for most current information. The following items have been reconditioned on this
vehicle: new brakes! Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No haggling. No back and
forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and
conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. It's not a misprint. And the odometer
isn't broken. This is a very low mileage Honda Accord Cpe. A rare find these days. This is about
the time when you're saying it is too good to be true, and let us be the one's to tell you, it is
absolutely true. You can finally stop searching You've found the one you've been looking for.
There are many vehicles on the market but if you are looking for a vehicle that will perform as
good as it looks then this Honda Accord Cpe EX-L V6 is the one! Disinfectant methods or claims
should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent transmission of
any virus, illness or disease. Taj Auto Mall has over 1, affordable vehicles in stock. We offer a 3
Day Exchange on qualifying vehicles! Why shop anywhere else? Our dealership specializes in
providing you with the best used cars, trucks, and SUVs in the Lehigh Valley area. Part of our
promise to you is that we will always strive to provide you with unbeatable service. Our goal is
to go above and beyond your expectations. Our Bethlehem dealership has tons of
well-equipped SUVs, trucks, and cars at highly affordable prices. So come on down to our
dealership in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. We are open Monday through Saturday from 9 am to 8
pm. Contact us with any used car questions you may have, our number is Make Taj Auto Mall
your first choice for affordable used vehicles. Ivory Cloth. Beige HondaAccord DX 2. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Type Sedan 9, Coupe Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic 9, Manual Engine Type Gas 9, Hybrid 8. Drivetrain Front Wheel Drive 10, Cylinders 4
cylinders 8, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added listings. Listings
with recent price drops. No accidents. Check Availability. Price Drop. Frame damage. Title
issue. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of 10, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. This car is
definitely one I'd buy all over again. I have hardly put any money into it since buying it 5. It had
95, miles when I bought it and now has over , miles on it. Other than several suspension work,
it's had zero maintenance. Worth your money! On trips. Sign Up. Coronavirus update: New

contactless services to help keep you safe. Great dealer! Super nice people who are willing to
work with you and they let me test drive the car no hassle and I asked a lot of questions they
were happy to answer! The dealer contacted me we exchanged information and we will be
talking soon very professional knowledgeable and honest. They guys are really nice and
seemingly honest, This lot is a purchase only site so you have to bring your own financing.
Bought at Chevy Equinox for them. After 2 and half weeks check engine light came on and have
had nothing but problems. Sunroof leaks, rust all under the car, connector replaced, in
desperate need of tune up and other issues. I called the dealership and they said there was
nothing they could do. I will never buy another car from them ever again. I highly recommend
you look elsewhere. Dealer didn't respond to my initial email so i called when he finally called
me back after I called he informed me the car was sold. Now here we are 2 weeks later and he's
still has the car posted on cargurus. Dealers should try to keep things current to avoid wasting
either parties time. I went to see the car. The salesperson, Terry and owner, Kurt were very
pleasant. They encouraged me to take a drive. I will certainly go back when ready to purchase.
We had a great experience at Open Source. Staff was good to communicate with us, and very
easy to deal with, very knowledgeable, and we were satisfied buyers. I would buy a car from
them again! These guys are great. Very professional and helpful. Always answered all my
questions and went out of there way to help me with everything. Love these guys would
recommend them to anyone any day!!! The car in question was not at the dealership after
confirmation of the visit was confirmed twice. The dealership was 75 miles away. Great car
purchasing experience there! Beyond five stars! Love my car! Great customer service easy to
talk and really helpful. Im happy for what i got. Sent 2 emails to dealership asking about the car
details and never got a reply. First response was fast. Asked another question through text and
it took days to answer. I found salesman to be courteous to me and knowledgeable about the
vehicle I was looking for. This was the best car buying experience I ever had. No pressure the
cars were the best very clean low priced. I got a lot better car for my money. I would defiantly
them to everyone I know. They were also very nice. Worked with Robert Williams and Chuks
during the process. One of the finance manager was a bit of an axxxxxx! But overall I would
recommend them and the car was delivered to my home.. It has the conventional three-box
layout for which sedans are known, but Honda takes the details in a different direction. The
headlights are plucky-looking triangles. And while the taillights are a bit more conventional,
they still have a futuristically clean design. Standard features in the base DX include a
two-speaker stereo, inch steel wheels with plastic covers, manually adjustable four-way driver
and front-passenger seats, power windows, heated side mirrors, and rear-seating
climate-control ducts. There are two engines available on the Accord, a base 2. The 4-cylinder
sends horsepower through either a 5-speed manual or 5-speed automatic transmission. The 3.
Both engines route power to front-wheel drive. Handling is comfort-oriented, meaning it can
also be a bit vague at times. The brakes are not as strong as they could or should be, but
overall, the Accord delivers a smooth ride that is optimal for highways, boulevards, and
neighborhoods. Fuel economy estimates for the Honda Accord are 23 mpg city, 31 highway, 26
combined when the 4-cylinder is paired to the manual transmission. Your fuel economy may
vary. The cabin of the Accord defies convention, especially compared to contemporary rivals.
Honda blends radio and climate controls to the point where temperature and fan speed dials
could be confused with the volume dial. Below those controls is a helpful tray with a retractable
cover. The doors and center console have helpful trays and bins, and the trunk has 14 cubic
feet of cargo space, which is adequate, but less than the Camry, which has The Accord has a
spacious backseat with plenty of legroom and headroom. Even if the front seat passenger
slides their seat all the way back, the backseat passenger will have usable space. The system
and graphics are quite basic, but they get the job done. Competitive cars have little else in the
way of tech features. It also comes with a full complement of front- and side-impact airbags,
including dual-stage front side-mounted airbags, which are new additions for Moving up to the
LX trim adds auto shut-off headlights while selecting the EX adds rear disc brakes as well as a
remote anti-theft alarm system. It scored a Poor for its head restraints. It earns four out of five
for side-impact testing and rollover testing. Priced competitively within its market, the Accord
appears to be a good value. Further, a well-maintained Accord can run well past , miles, and
even beyond , miles. Hitting these milestones requires careful driving and keeping up on routine
service intervals. In doing so, you are maintaining the value of your investment by prolonging it,
and in the case of the Accord, that means many years of no-fuss driving. We'll help you find
great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide
you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow

down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Honda
Accord listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available. Request Information. The Honda
Accord provides comfortable and reliable daily transportation with styling that sets the bar for
the sedan segment. Why Use CarGurus? Reliability indicates how models have performed in the
past, providing the basis for predicting how the vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These
charts provide the most comprehensive reliability information available to consumers. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey, our reliability history charts give you a
rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the
engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. Learn more
about car Reliability. The Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Honda
Accord owners. The owner comments describe problems respondents experienced with this
vehicle. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. The year before this same thing happened on the
rear drivers side wheel". Both one year apart. Had to have them replaced. Could smell
something burning went out felt wheels and the one where the Caliper was hanging up was
really hot. Waited till it cooled and drove it home slowly. Calipers, pistons, rotors and other
hardware. They freeze up and don't work properly causing premature brake pad wear on the
front and back. The dealer said it was caused by me driving thru water and getting them wet and
so there was NOT a problem. I disagreed but there is nothing I can do except keep replacing
them. Replaced rear brakes". Required total replacement of the rear brake system. Recently had
my tires rotated and the mechanic told me it looks like the rear brake pads aren't fully retracting
away from the rotor. Left wheel overheated. Rear breaks replaced. The left rear has had the
calipers hang, bind or otherwise not work as designed resulting in replaced calipers, pads and
rotors. Will have to have repaired again soon as rotor is badly grooved". I should get better
brake". Expensive repairs". Replacement was a bit premature". He replaced the brake parts the
following day and the car has been running well since. I have been driving here all my adult life.
Replaced both front and rear pad and rotors. Also replaced rear drum brakes". Pads and disks".
Also ceased up due to lack of use". The last two since , The front rotor and pads seem to last
twice at long. This is the only issue I've ever had with this car". Had complete hardware
replacement to try to fix it but I still have the same problem. It is rare for the rear brakes to last
30, mi. Front brakes last a long time and they checked and said the master cylinder and valve
was working fine. Since then they have repeatedly been replaced with the brake life being no
here close to what should be expected. This, and the AC system, is totally disappointing. This is
a Honda??????? Rear pads need to be replaced often". This is the only issue I've had with this
car". Likely a caliper problem. It causes the brakes to pulse while slowing down, can be
uncomfortable for passengers. Prior to that the brakes and rotors had not been an issue for
over 5 prior years. I replaced them with NAPA rotors. Now all is well. Rotors warped within miles
of hard city freeway driving. Saw that rotors had already been replaced earlier, so I bought high
performance drilled and slotted rotors. Problem solved; factory rotors were inadequa". Original
rotors with k miles resurfaced, pads replaced. Per technician, this will be the last time they can
be resurfaced. Not enough meat left to do it again". Calipers have become a problem too". There
is a pulsating in front braked which was not fixed by braked pad and rotor replacement and
dealer now say says front vibration is from rear bakes which also nee". Second set in three
years". It has never been fully fixed. Keeps happening no matter who fixes the rotors. They
break constantly and I can tell by the clicking when turning right or left". I've had the Honda
dealership check the brakes and they haven't said there was any trouble. I plan to have them
checked again later this week". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel bearings, alignment,
steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and hoses, leaks , wheel
balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension. One the dealer
mechanic had a difficult rime bringing it back into proper alignment". Replaced joint by myself.
Purchased parts from dealer. Major expensive repair required to get leaks fixed. This hasn't
affected performance. I just check the reservoir level and refill as necessary. It was a minor
repair to replace the O-ring seal". Bought a new bearing, removed and disassembled the pump
and replaced the bearing myself. The power steering pump failed. Needed to be replaced
together with new belt and PS fluid. The pump was replaced at an independent repair shop and
the problem was resolved. Had to replace it". Each time it was replaced it failed prior to its 1
year warranty. However, the last time it was replaced the mechanic FINALLY cleaned the power
steering lines, which was probably why the steering pump kept failing". The pump was replaced

and the problem went away. Expensive repair". Took it to the dealer and they performed the
service.. Less then a year later pump started making noises and leaking fluid". Had to replace
pump, and then the reservoir". It was making noises". Steering very stiff since hose
replacement. Not covered by Honda". Certified repair shop said that the pump was not putting
out enough pressure. Replaced with aftermarket pump that was too noisy. Replaced aftermarket
with genuine Honda. No more noise p". After several returns, the power steering pump and
hoses had to be completely replace. The replacement seems to have fix the problem". All was
corrected quickly and to my satisfaction". The vehicle made a sound coming from the
engine-bay when I would first begin accelerating. It sounded like there was something loose
causing a mild vibration sound as the part re-settled in position. The problem persisted until I
get it repaired months later as it become more apparent. Did a few bounceing test before that
but it wasn't that bad compared to when drive over bump". It was very difficult to find a
mechanic who could diagnose it. Most thought it was break or tire related. This was the first
time I had to do it since the car was new". This was repaired but not under any warranty". No
help from Honda, "It was just something that sometimes happens. This would be the 2nd time it
has been replaced". If not checked and tires are filled, vibrations begin. Have rotated the
wheels, and had the axels replaced, to not effect. Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering
wheel controls, portable music device interface e. It's too costly to get Honda replacements and
after market would have to go into the cubby hole. Why did Honda put the CD and radio and tie
it into the heat and air conditioning. Had to pull the fuse for the CD and radio because it was still
drawing power even though it didn't work". It will not turn off. So far, it has not seemed to have
an impact on my battery life. I cannot use the CD player at this time. Finally I had to replace the
CD player and radio". No audio". The unit cannot be opened". The radio would turn on even
when the car was not on and nobody was inside. This is a problem, but Honda refuses to
recognize it". I got old cd player from honda accord model thru Ebay and it stopped working
after six months and now I have installed new Kenwood CD player which is working properly".
This means I do not have control of fan, sound, temp eyc". It would stay on all night and the car
would be hard to start the next day because the battery was drained. The Honda dealer replaced
a cable and the battery both at my expense but didn't solve the problem. My frustration with the
Honda dealership service shop was they said they had no idea what was wrong with the system,
but when I went online to check, postings confirmed the independent audio dealer's
assessment, that it was a sound system problem with Honda's from those years cc I believe.
Granted, it's an old car, however I wish Honda had been more upfront about its sound systems
wearing out. A replacement screen is too expensive considering the age of the vehicle. We are
currently considering replacing the vehicle". It eventually comes back on, but some of the
setting need to be re-entered". Have had the radio playing on its own when I've come out in the
morning". This is a electrical drain somewhere in it because I had to pull the fuse out.
Otherwise, the battery would expend itself". Map is OK, but can't use it to navigate. Honda can't
fix it. It also affects raddio, ac, etc. This blocks all access to control of system and I can't even
change the time on the clock. Repairman said it would cost a fortune to repair, so I haven't. I
had Honda dealer check it out and was advised they were unable to repair or replace it due to
the age of the car". We decided to do without". They could not repair and so it was replaced
with a factory new item. Now the unit is failing again after about K miles". I diagnosed it myself
reading on t". This display controls HVAC and radio as well as navigation system. Not sure if it
is a radio failure or a speaker failure. I have not taken the car to a audio mechanic yet. The
security system could not be re-installed, so the radio doesn't work. The car works fine, other
than that. My daughter has the high end Honda and has had earlier ones. She has had failure of
those items on her other Hondas". No longer works". Will have to be replaced". It would just all
of a sudden turn off, and you couldn't turn it back on again. Then, on its own, it would start
working again. After a while of this, it began to drain the battery randomly. Overnight we would
come out to the car and the battery would be completely dead. We ended up having the
mechanic turn off the fuse for the radio, so that it couldn't work but also couldn't drain the
battery". Sometimes a loud sound suddenly comes out of the speakers. CD player only works
when the radio does. Completely unreliable. Does not work at all besides that. There is on
pattern to it, and it happens on all bands and all stations. Had to install a after-market unit. The
clock, CD p[layer and event the radio works, just no sound. It was a mystery for a while but we
finally realized what was happening. Since it's a whole unit that includes heating and cooling, it
was easiest to just remove the fuse to radio. Heating and cooling still work great though. The
display would work. No audio for the CD or radio. Now if it is on, it turns itself off and on".
Cannot be turned off permanently". It can sometimes not be available for several minutes or
hours". Eventually, would not come back at all. Earlier it also would stay on after I got out of the
car with the keys out". Dealer repaired, but it quit again after only a week". Dealer disconnected

some fuses as what ever the problem is it drained the battery frequently". Dealer won't fix it as
they are aftermarket speakers. OEM speakers were very poor. Some days I start the car and the
audio works perfectly, but then other days the audio doesnt work at all and I get no sound.
Sometimes the audio sounds like it wants to come in but i get a crackle sound when it does.
Must be a electrical issue with the radio". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. I re-secured remaining ones". The sagging fabric is
causing some visibility problems". My 95 Accord has been fine for 25 years. Ugly looking, but
car runs great". Then began progressed. Now on all top surfaces hood, roof and trunk lid front
and rear bumpers complete fad and peeling. Told by 3 different body shops that's what happens
to these cars, try keeping a coat of wax on the car. Didn't help. For this reason I probably would
not buy this car again. Had it repainted, twice". Local dealer, regional representative and factory
rep refused any repair or assistance in repairing the paint". Repair will have to be made in a
body shop and I will probably be without my vehicle for one week even though it is a very small
area". Car was well taken car of and garaged. Continues to spread looks awful and would not
consider another Honda due to this problem. Had repairs doe that required outside ship to
repaint. The problem is with the new paint. All upward facing surfaces are nearly bare of clear
coat. Honda says this is normal for a car of this age. Talked with many, many Honda Accord and
Civic owners with exact same areas of paint fading, peeling, cracking. It's done that, but the
paint had faded long before I purchased it such that it shows the primer underneath. This is
extremely common with most if not all Hondas I see on the road today. As time went on the
clear coat started fading, leaving white marks all over the hood, trunk and roof of the car. Have
noticed this on several other Hondas as well. The car needs to be re-painted. It was fixed by
having the car completed repainted". Majority of exposure to sun in deep Southern US. This
appears typical of Accords that are around 9 or 10 years". When I mentioned this was a defect the service manager just chuckled - stating it was no". We sent in pictures and a letter detailing
the problem. Response from Honda was that it was the "environment" in Texas. A friends
Accord had the identical problem - in Tennessee. Cars looked". Car was never wrecked or
repainted. Worse on passenger side". Car had mud flaps and was excellently maintainer. All
service and repair work done by dealer from which the car was purchased. Leather on front
seats beginning to dry out and crack. A tiny hole noted on side of seat. Could be from sliding in
and out of car for 13 years. It was not garage kept. I did love this car. In my car was in my
garage for 6 months. Mechanically, compressor internals did not fail. Old car. May not replace".
Black slime created in dryer destroyed all components. Occured at 10 years 65, miles". Still
looking for alternative or new car". Both the compressor and condenser were replaced". Was
replaced. Costly but amortized over ten years, no problem". No local shops would work on a
hybrid so I had to use the main dealer! I have not pursued this problem because I left for the
summer and then it was not needed. But I had a mechanic help me put freon in and it did not
help, only help maybe for about miles. I do not really know what the problem is; when it is hot
again I will see if it is back. To be honest, there are also some other weird issues with driving
this car now but I am not sure what exactly is wrong. We do not feel we can drive the vehicle in
desert areas. None are able to diagnose and repair the system. The professionals can see and
feel the problem but not find out what is wrong. The repairs have become expensive and, during
the summer, the car is practically non-usable due to the heat. We are just about beyond keeping
the car although it has at least 65, miles of life left. Took dealer a while to diagnose, until it went
completely kaputt". Must be operated manually". Both compressor and condenser were
replaced". Had to be replaced". Has to be adjusted manually up or down constantly". It works
perfectly. Also, there were leaks from the water pump. The radiator was replaced but the water
pump has not been replaced at this time. Repair shop had to add Freon. I've given up and just
fill it up every summer with a can of refrigerant from the local auto supply store". The charge to
repair this at Honda was very expensive. They provided a loaner car which was convenient".
Honda never found where the leak was coming from, even after placing dye in the system". Will
need to fix". Refrigerant leak was due to road hazard". Tightened bolt and renewed refrigerant.
No problem since then. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery and related systems, regular battery,
battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor
failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It turned out that the switch for the windows was bad, and
the windows wouldn't always go up and down. Somehow that triggered the alarm system".
There is a short somewhere that turns the radio on sometimes by itself. I always make sure the
radio is off when exiting. Also, the sound only works intermittently and hasn't worked for 3
months. The dealership has never been able to correct this problem although they have had
many opportunities. This is the only problem I've ever had with car". I've replaced all of them at
least twice. Getting to the light fixture is tricky and sometimes requires the mechanic to remove
the battery". But 1 it did include only the , and not the model year and 2 there isn't a similar

Service Bulletin for Canada. Can you help me with that? I had it replaced but it stopped working
within 3 days". Mechanic says he has to take the whole thing about which will cost hundreds of
dollars". Radio which included the clock was completely unreadable when this happened. When
headlights were turned off all lights were restored to proper brightness. Honda won't fix. For
safety reasons, I had them repaired. My local service garage didn't know how to access the
lights, so I had to go to Honda - not a wonderful experience". When I turn the brightness knob,
they brighten". I had two front door locks replaced but it did not fix the expensive problem. The
key fob and the interior controls for this operation does not work. This is fixable, I just don't
have the money right now to get the problem fixed. I think the spring is to weak". Sign In.
Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member
Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Honda Accord Change Vehicle. The Accord is well
designed and notably improved over the previous version. It's quieter, more nimble, and has a
more comfortable ride than its predecessor. Further, its powertrain delivers both good
acceleration and respectable fuel economy. Overall, it combines user-friendliness with
European flair. There are 24 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most
Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls.
Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict. Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling.
Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate
System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More
Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on information received from our latest
subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how
through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine,
transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the electrical system. NA indicates that we
did not receive a large enough sample size to provide data for a specific year. An X indicates
that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. What Owners Say. Will have to have
repaired again soon as rotor is badly grooved" E R. I should get better brake" G S. Expensive
repairs" Lloyd W. Replacement was a bit premature" E S. Also replaced rear drum brakes" Joel
G. Rear pads need to be replaced often" John B. Problem solved; factory rotors were inadequa"
John B. Not enough meat left to do it again" Garrett B. Calipers have become a problem too"
Gerry G. There is a pulsating in front braked which was not fixed by braked pad and rotor
replacement and dealer now say says front vibration is from rear bakes which also nee"
Anonymous, NY Honda Accord LX 3. Second set in three years" Lloyd W. Alignment "Seems to
be getting out of a alignment every year. It was a minor repair to replace the O-ring seal" V O.
Less then a year later pump started making noises and leaking fluid" Stephen M. Had to replace
pump, and then the reservoir" Tina S. The replacement seems to have fix the problem" R D. This
would be the 2nd time it has been replaced" Don M. CD player "First the CD player quit working
and then the radio went. No audio" SUSn M. It eventually comes back on, but some of the
setting need to be re-entered" Anonymous, WA Honda Accord 2. I had Honda dealer check it out
and was advised they were unable to repair or replace it due to the age of the car" Greg L. Now
the unit is failing again after about K miles" R D. We ended up having the mechanic turn off the
fuse for the radio, so that it couldn't work but also couldn't drain the battery" Anonymous, OH
Honda Accord EX 2. Earlier it also would stay on after I got out of the car with the keys out"
Janine L. Dealer repaired, but it quit again after only a week" Michael M. Must be a electrical
issue with the radio" Matt H. Loose exterior trim or moldings "trim is loose, had to refasten"
Patrick C. Local dealer, regional representative and factory rep refused any repair or assistance
in repairing the paint" Anonymous, MD Honda Accord 3. Repair will have to be made in a body
shop and I will probably be without my vehicle for one week even though it is a very small area"
Anonymous, VA Honda Accord EX 2. This appears typical of Accords that are around 9 or 10
years" William D. Worse on passenger side" Anthony P. Occured at 10 years 65, miles" Scott A.
Both the compressor and condenser were replaced" Philip M. Costly but amortized over ten
years, no problem" John D. Must be operated manually" Wilson B. Both compressor and
condenser were replaced" Philip M. Had to be replaced" Scott A. Has to be adjusted manually
up or down constantly" Wilson B. I've given up and just fill it up every summer with a can of
refrigerant from the local auto supply store" Martin G. Honda never found where the leak was
coming from, even after placing dye in the system" Scott P. Your question might be answered
by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you
are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Skip to main content. Currently
unavailable. We don't know when or if this item will be back in stock. Brand: Honda. Customers
also viewed these products. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page.
Customers who bought this item also bought. Duracell - 3V Lithium Coin Battery - long lasting
battery - 1 count. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information Technical

Details. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer
reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a
review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
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